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LIXK COKCORDANCE INVARIANTS AND MASSEY PRODUCTS 
KENT E. ORR 
A F~VXMFNT~~. problem in link theory is to find a collection of link invariants whose 
vanishing implies that a link is slice, or more generally, to classify links up to concordance 
by a set of computable invariants. Here a link is a pair of codimension two. oriented, p.l. 
locally flat submanifolds of the n-sphere. n 2 3. This problem seems hard (even when the 
components of the link are higher dimensional spheres) and is known to involve difficult 
problems in the L-theory and homotopy of localized groups and spaces. (See [I, 2. IO. I I, 
12, 13, IS, 16. 173.) 
A sequence of geometric invariants defined by T. Cochran have remained unexplained 
by the tcchniqucs of the above papers. In this paper we interpret Cochran’s invariants in 
light of [ ISI and [ 161. as we II as dcfinc and interpret an intermediate sequence of invariants 
B’(1/‘)~rr,(.S’ v S’). i 2 I. WC show that all of the above invariants vanish on spherical 
linhs. )I 2 3. 
In [3]. Cochran dclincs a sequence of link concordance invariants. /I’(Y). li 2 I, for two 
compcjncnt links. These arc defined when. for 9’ = (K, L). If,(K) = 0 and K possesses 
a Scifert surface missing the other component. These invariants vanish on boundary links 
and pcnorali/c what was then the only known concordance invariant vanishing on bound- 
ary links, the Sate-Levine invariant, which Cochran denoted [l’(Y). It was hoped that these 
beautiful invariants would give an example of a higher dimensional spherical link (a link 
whose components are homcomorphic to spheres) which is not concordant to a boundary 
link; a central problem in the subject. No examples are known. Like the Sato-Levine 
invariant, Cochran’s invariants were difftcult to rcali/.e by a spherical link. and. each 
invariant, being independent of the other invariants. detected little coherent structure in link 
concordance. 
In [IS]. the author began a new program to study link concordance. A collection of 
homotopy theoretic invariants for a link Y c S” with a fixed homotopy class of meridians T, 
(UJU. r,), 2 5 k 5; OJ, were defined and applied to the problem. U,(Y, T)E a,(K,) where K, 
is the cofiber of the natural inclusion K(F, I) -+ K(F/F,, I), where F is the free group on the 
number of components of Y and F, is its Ph lower central series subgroup. (See Section I for 
a definition of this invariant.) These had several advantages over previous invariants. They 
contained more structure. each invariant determining the next invariant in sequence. Also, 
transversality provided realization results (alas. by links which were not necessarily spheri- 
cal) and simple geometric interpretations for the invariants [16]. (See also [S].) 
Like Cochran’s invariants. the U,-invariants are not always defined. However, they are 
always detincd when Y’ is spherical. Necessary and sufficient conditions for defining them 
arc given by Theorem 2 below. 
In [IS] we applied these invariants to show that the Sato-Levine invariants of a spheri- 
cal link and its sublinks vanished. (See [ 161 for further applications.) In this paper, we define 
a new sequcncc of invariants Bk(Y)~n,(S2 v S’) and prove the following result. 
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COROLLARY 15. If Y c S” is a link with H,(Y) z 0 (in partiwlur if9 is spherical), then 
Bk(Y) = /I*(Y) = 0 for all k. 
This follows from Theorem i(d), which precisely relates Cochran’s invariants and the 
invariants B’(Y) to the invariants &(y. ?). In this theorem j-admissibility is a condition 
which guarantees that the invariant B’(Y) is defined (see Definition 3.) A complete 
statement of Theorem one is given in Section 5. All the invariants below are defined for 
higher dimensional spherical links. 
THEOREM 1. (a) Suppose that Y c S” is a j-admissible link. Then there ure well defined link 
concordmce inrariants Sian, for i 5 j, where S 5 S’ v S’. 
(d) There are maps zk: Kk -+ X CC S2 v S’, k 2 2. and i.: X + S’ such rhclt i.,(B’(Y’)) = p(P) 
whenerer p’(U) is defined and (z~)~O~(Y, 5)) = B’- ‘(28’) whmtwr O,(P, 5) is defined. 
Cochran has shown that if all the invariants Bk(4P, r) are defined. then 0,(U, 5) = 0 for 
all finite k [4] (See Theorem 2.) (For links in S3 this was shown independently and earlier by 
the author [16].) Thus, Theorem 1 shows Cochran’s invariants vanish on higher dimen- 
sional spherical links. 
We determine necessary and sufficient conditions for which the invariants O,(Y, r) are 
defined, determining their relationship to Massey products. Thus, Corollary 15 holds more 
generally for links with vanishing Massey products. 
TFWORFM 2. The inwrimt O,(Y, T) is de$ned if md onl_v [ffl,(Y. r) is dcjincd andfcv any 
u,. . . . 9 14~ E H ‘( E,). j I, k, the lbfussey product (u, , . . . , u,) E ti’(E,) is xro. 
Indcpcndcntly. V. Turcav has shown that if 11,(Y) = 0 then 2[Ik(Y) = 0, (private 
communication). Hc uses a plcasing gcomctric argument which, with work, might yield the 
vanishing of Cochran’s invariants for spherical links. 
Although the results of this paper hold without dimension restrictions, WC otTcr no new 
results for links in S3. (See [S] and [16].) 
All homology and cohomology groups in this paper are with untwisted cocficients. 
$1. NOTATION AND DEFINITIO\S 
The exterior of a codimension two manifold izf c S”, denoted fZv. is the closure of 
S”\T(M). where T(M) is a tubular neighborhdod of M in S”. The boundary of E, has 
a canonical parameterization as M x S’ using a parallel copy of izI lying on a Siefert surface 
for AI. This gives a standard inclusion of M c E,. Let Y = (K, L) be a two component 
link. We do not assume that K and L are spheres and only assume K is connected. As in 
[16], we say that a link is a semiboundary link if there are Seifert surfaces F, and F,, for 
K and L respectively. such that F, n L = K n F, = 0. 
We recall the dc!inition of the invariants /I”(Y)E~,(S’) defined in [3]. Suppose 
9 = (K, L) is a semiboundary link. The Sato-Levine invariant of 9, denoted 
O’ER,. is the framed cobordism class of the manifold F, n F, c S”. where the 
framing is the natural framing inherited from F, and F,. We may assume that F, n F, is 
connected. Then D(Y) = (K, F, n FL) is called the derivative of Y. If H,(K) = 0, then 
Cochran shows that D(Y) is a semiboundary link and that we can assume the components 
and Seifert surfaces for D(Y) are connected. Define further derivatives recursively by 
Dk(9’) = D(Dk-‘(9’)). Cochran’s klh derived invariant is defined by b”(9) = 
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/I(o”- ’ (9)) E n,(S’). These are concordance invariants of the original link Y and vanish on 
boundary links. 
Note that if H,(K) # 0 and the connectivity conditions on Seifert surfaces and intersec- 
tions are dropped, one can still define 0”-‘(lp) provided Dk-‘(;P) is a semiboundary link. 
However it is not obvious that b(D”- ’ Y) this is a concordance invariant of Y. Proposition 
12. (Section 3) implies that this a concordance invariant of 9’. We will therefore say that 
/l’(9) is definable if there is a (k - 1)” derivative. Dk-‘(9). 
For a group F. let Fk be the Vh lower central series subgroup of F. defined by 
F2 = [I’-. F] and Fk = [F. f-k_ ,]. Let Y be an m-component link. A choice of paths from 
the components of 9 to the base point along with orientation conventions determines 
a map C’S’ + E,. This is defined by sending the i’h summand to the loop obtained by 
traversing the path from the base point to the ilh component (called the meridian path), 
moving along the boundary of a transverse disk to this component, and returning along the 
path to the base point to give a loop having linking number one with the ilh component. We 
call this a choice of meridians for 9’ and call Y a based link. This determines a homomor- 
phism F + n (where F is the free group on m letters and n = nl(Ey)), which we also call 
a choice of meridians for 9’. 
Now recall the definition of the ok-invariants defined in [15]. Suppose T:F -+ K 
is a choice of meridians for 9’ which induces an isomorphism F/F, 2 n/nk. Denot- 
ing k’(F/I;,. 1) by K:(k). this gives a map E, + K(k) induced from the composi- 
tion n -+ n/r& 2 F/Fk. Let Y be the union of c’E, with the meridian paths. Suppose that for 
each component 1 of I/‘. the composition rr, (I) + n,(k:,) -. F/Fk is trivial. where the inclu- 
sion of I: in the link exterior is the standard inclusion dclincd in the beginning of this sec- 
tion. Then E, + K(k) can bc chosen uniquely rclativc to Y by the condition that it sends Y 
to the wedge of circles in K(k) rcprcscnting the image of F -+ F/Fk, and so that the meridian 
paths go to the base point. Let kk bc the colibrc of the inclusion VS’ -+ K(k) induced 
from the quotient homomorphism F 4 Fi’Fk. Then E, + K(k) canonically extends to a map 
s” --, h’k defined by sending 9’~ D’ to the base point. This homotopy class is 
denoted U,(Y, r)Errc,( Kk) and is shown in [IS] to be a based concordance invariant of 
the based link y which vanishes when 1/’ is a boundary link. Note that K, is simply con- 
nected and IIi( K,)z 1I,( F/F,) for i # I. Furthermore, thcrc arc homomorphisms 
$I,.,,,: dk’k + I )+n,(h’k) such that +,.,,,(()kt,(Y’. r))=Ok(y, T) whenever O,+,(Y, T) is 
defined. (See Theorem 2.) Another invariant U,,,(Y, r) is defined in [ 151 using the nilpotcnt 
completion of F. but is not be ncedrd here. (See also [IO], [I 13.) 
Throughout the rest of this paper we no longer assume, for a link Y = (K, Q. that 
H,(K) = 0 or that L or the second component of any derivation of y is connected. We do 
not assume that Seifert surfaces or their intersections are connected. It will become apparent 
that these restrictions are not necessary for Cochran’s invariants to be well defined link 
invariants. 
Suppose K c S” is a codimension two, oriented, connected submanifold of the n sphere. 
Suppose that (7E, has the standard parametcrization as K x S’ (XC Section 1.) We say 
a map E, --*S’ v S2 is standard if the restriction of cp takes the boundary, K x S’, to 
S’ x + c S’ v S* by projection to the second factor. 
By a q-link (K, cp), we mean a codimension two, connected, oriented, closed submanifold 
K of the n-sphere together with a standard map cp: E, -* S’ v S2. A concordance of @inks 
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(K,,cp,) and (K,. cpl) is a knot concordance b’c S” x I from ii, to K, together with 
a standard map @:E, 4 S’ v S’ such that the following diagram commutes. 
E 
,“” y 
E, 0 S’ v s’ 
LJ 
/ ‘Pr 
E KL 
Equivalently, a q-link is an ordered pair (nf. N). where .$I c S” is an oriented, codimen- 
sion one, connected manifold with a single boundary component. N c S” is a codimension 
two framed manifold (not necessarily connected) and AI n N = 0. One obtains a map 
cp: EF,+, + S’ v Sz using the Pontrjagin-Thorn construction for the framed manifolds ,V and 
N. A q-link concordance from (nf,. N,) to (IV ,, N,) is a pair (V, U-) where C’n tl’ = 0, 
V is a framed cobordism from bf, to nf 1 in S” x 1. ct’is a framed cobordism from N, to N L 
in s” x I, and d V is a knot concordance from Shf, to ?,2f,. 
LEMMA I. TIlese arc eyuivalmt delfinitions of plink and plink cuncordunct*. 
The proof is an easy consequence of the Pontrjagin-Thorn construction and is omitted. 
Observe that q-link concordance between (bf,,, NO) and (Al ,, N,) is the same as weak 
concordance bctwccn (No. dM,) and (N,. (7M,) in the nomcnclaturc of [3] except that we 
drop some connectivity conditions and do not assume that )I, (hfi) = 0, i = 0, I. 
Many (p-links determine a (p-link concordance invariant as follows. Let 
r:S’ v Sz + K(Z, 2) represent a generator of IIz(S1 v SL). I induces ;I bundle n:< -, S’ v S’ 
with fiber S’. The restriction of this bundle over the two sphcrc is the Hopf bundle. < has the 
simple homotopy type of S’ v Sz v SJ. We equip < with a gcncrator of n,(t) chosen to bc 
a fixed section. S’ c 5. of the restriction of the bundle I[ over S’ x l c S’ v S’. 
If cp:E, --, S’ v S’ is a v-link, lift cp on dE, into 5 by sending ?1:‘, = K x S’ to S’ c i 
by projection to the second factor. Here dE, has the standard paramctcrization as K x S’. 
Now suppose that this extends to a map $: E, + < lifting cp. If (7, exists then it unique since 
liftings, when they exist, lie in one-to-one correspondence with clcmcnts of 
If’(K,, i)Ep; n,(j)) z II,_,&; n,(/)) z ITO z 0. (Recall that K is connected.) Hcrc 
/-S’isthefibreofthebundlen:<~S’ v S’. The first isomorphism is Poincark duality 
and the second isomorphism is Alexander duality. Let X be the quotient of < by the 
one-sphere generating n,(t) defined in the previous paragraph. The composition 
cp: E, + 5 + X canonically extends to a map s” -+ X 5 S’ v S’ by sending K x D’ to the 
base point. Let h(K, q)~n,(X) bc the homotopy class of this map. When we dcnotc the 
q-link by a pair of submanifolds (M, N), we denote the homotopy class of this map by 
b(M, N). 
Some justification is in order. Our purpose is not just to dcfinc a lift 4’: E, + 5 but to 
define a lift canonically determined by some boundary conditions and with a canonical 
extension s” + X. By fixing the section S’ c 5 and requiring our map to have the above 
form on the boundary, we obtain a well defined lift and as will bc seen in Proposition 3, 
a q-link concordance invariant. We will see that b(M. N) is closely rclatcd to Cochran’s 
invariants. 
Observe that given two different sections, S’ c 5, of n restricted to the one-sphere. there 
exists a homeomorphism of C sending one section to the other. Thus, the existence of b(K. cp) 
does not depend on the choice of sections. b(K, cp) exists if and only if the map K x S’ + < 
extends to a lift + as above. 
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Definition I. A q-link cp: E, + S’ v S’ is admissible if the map K x S’ -* 5 defined 
above extends to a lift $: E, 4 < of cp. 
LEMMA 2. Let (.V. N) be a cp-link determining a map cp: E,.,, -*S’ v S’. If (S.V. N) is 
a semiboundury link then (,V. N) is an admissible cp-link. 
Prooj The map cp: E,7.W + S’ + S’ v Sz determined from (M, N) sends E,,_ v to the 
base point and T(M) and T(N) to the summands S’ x * and l x S’ in S’ v S’ respectively 
by the Pontrjapin-Thorn construction. Let 1(1: E,v + S’ & the Pontrjagin-Thorn construc- 
tion for a Seifert surface for N which is disjoint from ?M and meets .!I transversely. Then 
cp x l(/:Eg,“,N-+n -‘(S’) = S’ x/c < is a lift of the restriction of cp to E,,,,.,,v and sends 
N x S’ to l X~C S’ x/by projecting to the second factor. Heref- S’ is the fiber of the 
bundle n:t + S’ v S’. Let D be a two disk in n-’ (S’) c 5 which meets each fibre other 
than/once. (/is the fibre of the Hopf fibration over S’). Then cp x 1(1 extends to a map 
E, + (S’ x /) u D c 5 which lifts cp by sending N x D’ to D by projecting to the second 
factor. Thus (IV, N) is admissible. 
It can be shown that the only obstruction to (M. N) being an admissible v-link is a cup 
product in E,IMVN. This is a weaker condition than (M. N) being a semiboundary link. 
PROPOSITION 3. Lrt (K. cp) htg cm nclmissihl~~ q-link so that h(K. q) is dtnJnc*d. Thrn 
h( K. cp) E n,(X) is u v-link concordtrncc inruritrnt. 
Proo/: Suppose that (D: EV -+ S’ v S’ is a v-link concordance bctwccn v-links (K,, vi). 
i = 0, I. The obstruction to extending Go to a lift of E, --, t lies in If” ‘(E,., E);,,; n,(f)) z 0. 
Thus 4,) extends to a standard map 6: E, -+ < which lifts (b. 5 restricts at one end to 6, by 
uniqueness of lifts. Thus, 6 determines a homotopy showing h(K,, cpO) = b(K,, 9,). 
PROPOSITION 4. Let x~n,(X). Then thcrtj is un cldmissible q-link (K, cp) /or which 
b(K, cp) = XEKJX). 
Prooj: Let X = < usI Dr where S’ c 5 is the fixed section of the bundle < over 
S’ x + c S’ v S’. Let S” + X represent x and make this map transverse to the center of the 
two disk 0’ attached to r along the section S’. This determines a manifold K’ c S” and 
a map I++‘: E,. + 5. As in [I63 one can connect the components of K’ to obtain a manifold 
Kandamap$:E,+5sothatthemapS + X obtained by sending K x D2 to D2 c X by 
second projection still represents x. The composition cp = K a $: E, + S’ v S2 is a v-link 
and, by the uniqueness of liftings into 5, b(K, cp) = x. 
Let (K, cp) be an admissible v-link. We can associate a new v-link to (K. cp) to be 
denoted S(K. cp). The v-link concordance class of S(K. cp) is determined by the v-link 
concordance class of (K, cp). B(K. cp) is defined as follows. 
There is a map c:< --, S’ v S2 dcfincd by collapsing II- ‘(S’) c < to a point to get 
a space Z and composing with a fixed homotopy equivalence Z + S’ v S2. If 
cp: EI ---, S’ v S2 is an admissible v-link, then the composition co +: Ek 4 S’ v S’ is a new 
v-link we call the derivative of the v-link (K, cp). Here @ is the unique lift of cp relative to the 
boundary. If @: E, + S’ v S2 is a v-link concordance between v-links (K,, cp,,) and 
(K, , cp,) then whenever (pO lifts into 5.0 lifts to a map 6 into 5. Thus, c ; 6: E, 4 S’ v S2 is 
a v-link concordance between 6(K,. cpO) and 6(K’, cp,). 
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Definition 1. Define 6’(K. 9) = (K, 9) and 3’(K. 9) = jt$-‘(K. 9)) whenever 
$- *(K. 9) is an admissible 9-link. d’(K, 9) is called the i”’ drrirurite sf (K, 9). A 9-link 
(K, 50) is j-admissible if its (j-l )” derivative is admissible. 
If (K. 9) is a j-admissible 9-link and (K’. cp’) is 9-link concordant to (K, 9) then (K’, 9’) is 
j-admissible. This is because the lifting E, + 5 of a 9-link extends to a lifting of the 9-link 
concordance which in turn restricts to a lifting of the concordant 9-link. Thus the maximal 
j such that (K, 9) is j-admissible is a 9-link concordance invariant. 
PROPOSITION 5. To a j-admissible 9-link (R, 9). K c S”, one can associate j new 9-links 
whose concordance class is a function of the concordunce class of (hi, cp). There are j elements 
b’(K, 9)~n,(X), I I i I j, with X 1 S’ v S3, which are 9-link concorduncr inruriunts of 
(K, 9). 
Of course. if (K, 9) is j-admissible for all j then we get a sequence of invariants. 
Proof of Proposition 5. Define b’(K, 9)~n,(X) by b’(K. 9) = b(6i-L(K. 9)). 1 5 i sj. 
Since this depends only on the concordance class of 6’-‘(K, 9) which, by induction, 
depends onIy on the concordance of (K, 9). b’(K, 9) is a concordance invariant of (K, 9). 
Let a:X + S* be the map obtained from rr:l + S’ v S2 by passing to quotients. Let 
i.:X 4 S’ be the map obtained from c:< -+ St v S2 by passing to quotients. By construc- 
tion, o(h”‘(K. 9)) = i.(b’(K. 9)). 
PROPOSITION 6. For unyfinite sequence x,. . . . , X,E n,(X) such that o(x, + , ) = A(.q 
each i. there is a j-udmissible 9-link (K, 9) f or which b’(K, 9) = xi for euch 1 5 i 5 j. 
Proof First note that < ‘c S’ v Sz v S3 and that, up to homotopy, the map 
C-S’ v s pinches the three sphere to a point. Thus the map of pairs, 
(& S’) L(S’ v S2, S’ x l ). splits. 
Let 9’:&, 4 S’ v S2 be an admissible 9-link such that h(K. 9’) = .x1. Such a 9-link 
exists by Proposition 4. Using the above splitting, 9’ factors through a map d: 
(E,, ?E,) + (i. S’). i.e., c n # = 9’. Let YE n,(X) be the elcmcnt canonically determined by 
the map p’. Let 7 = y - xf _, where y is the clement of n,(X) canonically obtained from d. 
Then YE&Z 1 since J.(y) is the element dctcrmincd by c J/J’ and equals c(.xj) = I(.r,_ r). 
Now note that the map S’ v S2 v S’ 5 < -+ X + S2 v S’ is, up to homotopy. the map 
that pinches the one-sphere to a point. In particular, n,(i) splits otTrr,(X) as a summand. By 
pinching OR a three cell from E, and sending it to 5 to represent - 7. WC get a new 
map(&‘:(E,. 8Er) + (<, S’) whose associated element in n,(X) is y - 7 = _Y,_, . Further- 
more, c ‘(y’)’ = (d by construction. Now set 9’-’ = n”(d)‘: E, -+ S’ v S2. By uniqueness 
of liftings into 5, b(K, Id-‘) = ?(I_ I. Continue the process to obtain a 9-link 
(K, 9’) = (K, 9) with the desired properties. 
PROPOSITION 7. Let (M, N) be an admissible 9-link jiv which (?M. N) is a semiboundary 
link. Suppose N is the oriented boundury of a man@ld V with V n ?M = 9. Let x E n,(S2) 
represent the frumed cobordism class of the manifold M n V with the fruminy induced from 
M and C’. Then L,(b(M, N)) = X. 
Proof Let 9: E,%M -, S’ v S2 be the map (M, N) determines. Recall that 9 sends 
M = E,‘H”N to S’ x + c S’ v S2 by the Pontrjagin-Thorn construction. Also recall from 
the proof of Lemma 2, that if JI: E, + S 1 is the Pontrjagin-Thorn map for the framed 
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manifold C*, then cp x 1(1 restricted to E?” _1 ,% lifts the restriction of cp and extends to a lifting 
of cp. If + is a regular point of the restriction of cp x $, away from the one skeleton, then 
cp x I/I - ‘(0) = .Zf n C- with the appropriate framing. Composing 4 with c and identifying 
St x l c S’ v S’ to the wedge point preserves this regular point. The theorem follows. 
$3. SO\lE SEW ISVARIASTS AND COCHRAS’S DERIVED INVARIASTS 
Recall that if Y’ = (K. f.) is a semiboundary link with Seifert surfaces F, and F, 
respectively. then the Sato-Levine invariant is the framed cobordism class of the manifold 
F, n F,. If FL bounds a Seifert surface then one can iterate the process to obtain Cochran’s 
derived invariants. Unlike [3], we do not assume that F,. F, or F, n F, is connected. We 
do assume that K is connected. 
LEMW 8. Every link concordunce cluss determines a plink concordance class. 
Proof Let Y = (K. t) bc a link. Let F, be a Seifcrt surface for K. A Scifert surface for 
f. dctcrmines a framing for f. so that (F,, L) is a q-link. If G, is another Seifert surface for 
K then by an argument similar to Lemma 2. I of [ 171. (FK. L) and (Gk, L) arc concordant 
q-links. 
If (Ki. Li). i = 0. I, arc concordant links, let (C’, IV) c s” x I be the link concordance. 
The trivial framing for I+’ cxtcnds the trivial framing on L, and L,. Also, b’ bounds 
a manifold I” in the complement of bt’ whose restriction to S” x i is a Scifert surface for Ii,, 
i = 0, I, by an arpumcnt similar to Lemma 2. I of [ 171. Thus ( v’. W) is a q-link concordance 
bctwccn the (p-links dctcrmincd from (K,, Li). i = 0, I. 
Dc$nition 3. Call a link-j-cldrrlissihlc~ if the q-link it determines is j-admissible. 
Proof This is immediate from Lemma 8 and the definition of j-admissible. 
COROLLARY IO. For any j-dmissihle plink Y, there are j link concordance inoariunts 
B’(Y)‘)En,(S’ v S’). 
Proof Define B’(Y) = b’(K, cp) where (K, cp) is the j-admissible q-link concordance 
class canonically associated with the link concordance class of Y. By Proposition 5 and 
Lemma 9. these are concordance invariants of Y. 
PROPOSITION I I. S~rpposr x2, . . . , .K~E n,(X) such that b(xi+ I) = E.(xi) for each i. Then 
there is a j-udmi.ssihle link _/iv which B’(V) = xi for each i 2 2. 
This proposition is not immediate from Proposition 6, since not all q-links are q-links 
associated to links. If (M, h’) is the q-link associated to a link then N must have the 
standard framing dctermincd by its Sicfcrt surface. 
Proof qf Proposition 1 I. Let (K. cp’) bc a v-link with b’(K, cp’) = x, for each i. Such 
a q-link exists by Proposition 6. Let ‘pz: E, + S’ v S* be the first derived q-link of (K, q’). 
Thus h( K, (PJ = x2. Let D c < bc a two disk which intersects each fibrc over the two sphere 
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exactly once, and whose boundary is the fibre.f- S’, over the wedge point. (This fibre is 
partoftheHopfbundleoverS2.)Lets:S1vS’-+rr-’(S1)uD~<besuchthatc~s-id. 
Let cp = n us0 ‘pZ: E, -+ S’ v S’. One can. using elementary surgery techniques, arrange 
that the inverse image of a regular point in l x S* c S’ v S’ is connected without changing 
the q-link concordance class of cp. We claim that cp is the q-link associated to a link. To see 
this, we must show that if L c E, is the framed manifold obtained as the inverse image of 
a regular point of cp in * x S* c S1 v S’, then f. has the trivial framing. 
Sincecpliftstos~~2:Ek+rr-1(S’)uD=(S’ xj)uD c 5 and since rt restricted to the 
interior of D is a one-to-one map into * x SL c S’ v S’, L is the inverse image of some 
regular point of s J ‘pz in D. Consider the composition EKvL + IK-‘(S’) = S’ x f-f- S’ 
where the second map is a projection to the second factor. This represents the element of 
H1(E,,L) dual to the meridian of L. A parallel copy of f, obtained by pushing L into its 
exterior along its framing maps to a point in * x S’ c S’ v S*. Thus, it maps to a point in 
rr- ‘(S- ‘) and inf by the above composition. Thus. L has the zero framing. 
Notice that in this construction, B’(Y) = s, 0 &(B’(Y)) = s,(B*(P’)). Other values of 
B’(Y) may be realizable for links but these will not be semiboundary links. 
For links in S3, a more complete realization theorem has been proven in [9]. The 
invariants B’(Y) are an equivalent set of invariants to the set of invariants /I’(U) for this 
class of links. 
PROPOSITION 12. If Y = (K. L) is u link for which /l’(Y) is d~~finuhle thrn Y is a j- 
udmissihlc &ink wd 1, (B’( Y’)) = p’(U) /or i I; j. 
Proo$ Induction and Lemma 2 imply that if /I’(lc’) is dcfinablc then 3 is j-admissible. 
The result follows by induction from Proposition 7. 
$4. RELATION TO TttE U, INVARIANTS 
Recall that the quotient homomorphism F+ P/Fk determines a map 
S* v S* = k’(F, I)+ K(F/FI,. I) = K(k) whose cofiber is denoted li,,. In the following we 
have fixed an embedding S’ v S’ c k’(F/Fk, I). 
LEMMA 13. Given (I mup K(k)/(* xS’)+S’ v S’ und a purriul lifting S’ x * -+<, 
S1 x + c K(k). fire cofnposilion K(k + I)/(* x S’) -+ K(k)/(* x S’) + S’ v S2 e.*tends uni- 
quely to a Ii/f K(k + I)/(* x S’) 4 5. 
Proofi The obstruction to lifting lies in H’(K(k + I)/(* x S’), (S’ x *); n,(f)) 
z H’(K(k + I)/(* x S’); n,( f ))_ Under the above isomorphism the relative obstruction to 
lifting goes to the absolute obstruction to lifting. i.e., the obstruction to lifting without 
specifying the lift on S’ x +. Since Hl(K(k + 1)) + H,(K(k)) is zero (a well known conse- 
quence of [l9]). the map K(k + I)/(+ x S’) + K(k)/(+ x S’) + S’ v SZAK(Z, 2) is null- 
homotopic. Since < -%’ v S’ is induced by I, this lifting exists and the original obstruc- 
tion vanishes. 
Liftings lie in one to one correspondence with the elements of H’(K(k + I)/(* x S’), 
(S’ x l ); 7r*(f)) = 0. 
PROPOSITION 14. If Y = (K. L) c S” is a linkji)r which O,(Y, T) is defined then 2’ is k - 1 
admissible, i.e., B’- ‘(U) is dcjined. Thvrc is u sequence of mups q: K, 3 X, k 2 2, inducing 
(n,),:q(K,) + n,(X) such that (z,),(O,(U, T)) = B’-‘(Y) whonccer OL(lp, T) is defined. 
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PUN/: It is shown in [lS] that 8,(Y’, T) is defined precisely when Y is a semiboundary 
link. Suppose that 9’ = (K. f.) c s” is a semiboundary link. Let cp: E, + S’ v S’ be its 
associated q-link. As in the proof of Lemma 2 there is a map $: E, + (S’ x f)u D c { 
which lifts cp. Here D is a two disk in n -‘(Sz) c t: which intersects each fibre other than 
f exactly once. This map extends to represent E’(Y). But the map E, + (S’ x /) u D 
produces a map S” + K, = ((S’ xf)u D)/(S’ x l ) representing 0,(Y, r) defined by 
sending K x D’ to the base point. Thus the inclusion (S’ x f) u D + 5 provides a map 
3,: Kz -, X by passing to quotients such that (zt)+(t12(4P, 5)) = B’(Y). Furthermore, since 
5, lifts the q-link associated to 9, the composition c = $:E, + S’ v S’, which factors 
through K(Z),‘* x S’, is the first derived q-link associated to Y. 
Assume we have a map K(k - I),‘* x S’ + S’ v Sz such that when d,_ ‘(9, r) is defined 
and such that the composition E, 4 K(k - l)/+ x S’ + S’ v S2 is the k - 1” derived 
q-link associated to 9’. Then Lemma 13 gives a unique map pt: K(k)/+ x S’ + i which lifts 
thecomposition K(k)‘* x S’ 4 K(k - I)/ l x S’ + S’ v S2 and sends S’ x l c K(k) to the 
chosen section S’ c 5. If O,(Y, r) is defined then the composition of E, + K(k) determines 
a map E, -, K(k)/+ x S’ by sending L x D* to the base point. The composition of this map 
with /jr lifts the k - I“ derived q-link associated to Y. Thus, if at: K, + X is the map 
obtained from IQ by passing to quotients, then (at)+(Ot(Y, 5)) = B’-‘(9’). The composition 
ii, -+ K(k)/+ x S’ --, <LS’ v S* is then the klh derived q-link associated to Y and the 
result follows by induction. 
Corollary IO and Propositions II, 12 and 14 combine to give Theorem I. 
TIIWHI~ I. (a) S’cppo.sc~ thut Y’ c S” is u j-admis.sihlc link. Then thc~ ure well dcvined 
link concordtmct~ inrv~riurrls R’(Y)6 n,(X) for i 5 j., where X + S* v S3. For any 
.Y 2,. . . , X,E n,(X) WA fhtrf a( X,,) = A(q), thrre is u j-udmissihle link with B’(Y) = x,. 
(b) [fY is u link /or which C’ochrun’s jth derived inoariunt, /V(U) is dt$nuhlcD thrn Y is 
j-utlmis.sihl~~. 
(c) !f U,(Y’. r) is dclfined then Y is (k - I)-udmissible. 
(d) Thtare urt’ mups a,:K, --, X 5 S2 v S’, k 2 2, and A.: X --* S* such thuf 
I,(H’(Y)) = B’(V) whvntver /I’(Y) isdc~/nubleund(a,),(U, T)) = II’-‘(Y’) whene’vr U,(V, r) 
is dt$ ntd. 
COROLLARY 15. lj’O,(Y. T) is dejinedfijr all k then B’(U) and b’(U) are dejined and 
B’(Y) = B’(Y) = O/iv 011 k. In purficulur, ifL is spherical then Bk(Y) = b’(U) = Ofbr all k. 
Prooj: By a theorem of Cochran [4]. if O,(Y, T) is defined for all k then O,(Y, T) = 0 for 
all k. Thus Bk-‘(2’) = (xk)+(&(y, r)) = (a,),(O) = 0 and #IL-‘(Y) = l,(Bk-l(Y)) 
= i.,(O) = 0 when j~k-‘(Y) is definable. For Y spherical, it is shown in [IS] that O,(Ip, r) is 
dcfincd for a11 k and in [3] that p’(Y) is defined for all k. 
85. XlA!iSEY PRODUCTS AND TtlE INVARIANTS O,(U. T) 
By a Massey product of length k in H*(n) we mean a Massey product 
(‘4 1.. . . . uk) E H’(n) where for each i, uie H’(x). Suppose r is a k-fold basic commutator in 
the free group F. Let z(r) bc the cell complex obtained from a wedge of one-spheres by 
attaching a single two-ccl1 using the relation r. The following lemma is a special case of 
Thcorcm 6.3.4 of [S]. 
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FENN‘S LEMMA. Let the basic commutator r = [a,. . . . , at]. where the ai’s are (not 
necessarily distinct) generators of F. Let u, E H ‘(z(r)) be the generator dual to a, for each i. 
Then all Massey products of length <k canish in H’(x(r)) and (u,. . . . , ut) 
= [a,] E H’(z(r)) where u, is the cochain dual to the two cell of z(r). 
The following lemma was proven independently and much earlier by L. Evens (private 
communication), This proof is my own. 
LE~IXIA 16. .&lusse_s products o/length less than k ranish in H’(F/F,). Massey products of 
length k grnerutr H’(F,,F,). 
Proof This is well known for k = 2 since Massey products of length 2 are cup products. 
Assume k > 2. To show Massey products of length less than k are zero in H’(F/F,), use that 
HZ(F/Ft_ ,) --* H*(F/F,) is the zero homomorphism and naturality of Massey products to 
do a simple induction on the length of the Massey product. 
It remains to show that length k Massey products generate H2(F/Fk). By Fenn’s 
Lemma. for each basic commutator r of length k in F, the inclusion map a(r) + K(k) induces 
an cpimorphism H’(K(k)) -, ff’(x(r)) 2 Z. Recall from [ 141 that FJF, +, is a free abelian 
group with basis the basic commutators of length k and from [19] that 
ff?(F/F,) z FJF,, ,. Let r,. . . . , rN bc the basis of basic commutators for F,/F,+, . Let 
atr,, . . . . r,.,) bc the two complex defined by attaching N two cells to a wcdgc of circles 
using the relations r,. . . . . ,r,v. Obscrvc that all Massey products of length (k vanish in 
ff’(z(r,, . . . , rN)) z Z”. To see this, notice that every clcmcnt of ff*(z(r,. . . . , rN)) is 
dctcctcd by its image in ff’(z(r,)) for some i. By naturality of Massey products, the non-zero 
Massey product of smallest length in ff’(a(r,. . . . , rN)) has non-zero image, as a Massey 
product, in some ff’(a(r,)). But the smallest length Massey product in any ffl(a(r,)) has 
length k. A similar argument shows that If ‘(z(r,, . . . , r,,,)) is generated by Massey products 
of length k. 
We now show that ff’(F/F,) + ffl(z(r,, . . . , rN)) is injcctive. Since ff’(F/F,) is torsion 
free, it sulficcs to show this rationally. Lnt f = n,(z(r,, . . . , rn)). Clearly If,(F) z If,(r). 
Let R = &r(F -+ r). Compare the live term exact sequences for the extensions F -+ F/F, 
and F + II, [ 19). The right two terms of both sequences have been omitted because they are 
isomorphic. 
0 z If,(F)- H,(r) - R,‘[F, R] -0 
0 z ff2(F)- ff,(FIF,)- FJF,. I -0 
Since the right hand vertical map is onto (recall that the basic commutators generate 
F,/Fk, ,), ff2(r) -+ ff,(F/F,) is onto. So H’(F/F,; Q) + ff*(r, Q) is injective. Since K(T, 1) 
is obtained from a(r,, . . . , rN) by adding cells of dimension greater than 2, 
H’(r; Q) 4 ff’(x(r,, . . . , r,); Q) is one-to-enc. Thus, H’(F/F,; Q) + H’(z(r,. . . . , r,); Q) 
is one-to-one. 
Hcncc, any non-zero clcmcnt x E If ‘(F/r;;) has a non-zero image, and is therefore 
a linear combination of Massey products, in H’(z(r,, . . . , rN)). Since 
H,(z(r,. . . . , rs)) 2 ff,(F;F,). and ff’(F/F,: Q) 4 H’(x(r,, . . . , r,); 0) is one-to-one, 
naturality of Massey products implies that .Y is a sum of Massey products in H2(F/Fk). 
Lemma 17 is proved analogously to Lemma 5 of [IO]. 
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LEMMA ~~(LE~IxE): Lrt ;E F, such that [i., .xi]e F, fur some generutor x, of F. Then 
i.EFt_,. 
LEMW 18. Suppose n = n,(E,) and char the meridians induce an isomorphism 
FjF, z K, n, for i 5 k. Consider the quotient map x + ~cI)x~ z F/F, and the corresponding map 
of spaces 7: E, + K(k). Then the homomorphism 7, : H,(E,) -+ H,(F;F,) is x-0 ifand only if 
all Mussey products of length I k ranish in H2( E,). 
Proof: We use induction on k. Assume it is true for k - I. Then the Massey products of 
length < k vanish in H’(E,). So Massey products of length k are well defined in H’(E,). 
H,(F) 2 H ,(E,), so by naturality of blassey products, for any k-fold Massey product in 
H2(F/FL). its image under ; * is the corresponding Massey product in H’(E,). By Lemma 9, 
k-fold Massey products generate H’( F: F,). So y* : H’/(F/F,) -+ H’(E,) is zero if and only if 
all k-fold Massey products vanish in H’(E,). But H,(F/F,) and H,(E,) are torsion free, so 
y* = 0 if and only if y* = 0. 
LEMMA 19. The meridians F -+ x induce isomorphisms FjFi 2 nfn, for i 5 k + I if and 
only ift~ll i2~tr.s.sc~y products c!f lemgth I k cunish in If ‘( E,). 
ProoJ By Lemma 1.1 of [7] and the five term enact sequence for n --, n/xi, F/Fi z n/xi 
for i 2 k + I ifand only if Hz(n) -, If2(n,!n,) is zero for i I; k. Since IfI + ffZ(x) is onto, 
F/F, 2 n/n, for i 5 k + I ifand only if ff2(EY) -+ ffL(n/ni) z ff,(F/F,) is zero for i 5 k. This 
homomorphism is y+ from Lemma IX. By Lemma 18. y+ = 0 prcciscly when i-fold Massey 
products vanish in If’(n). 
Proo/: If U,(Y, T) is dcfincd. Y x S’ maps to the one skeleton of K(k). Hut the 
Mayer-Victoris scqucnce implics fI,(Y’ x S’) + ff,(E,) is an epimorphism. Thus, if 
O,(Y, r) is defined. !/,(I:‘,) - ff,(K(k)) is zero. By Lemma 18, all Massey products of length 
I; k vanish in II’( 
Suppose Massey products of length 5 k vanish. Then Lemma 19 gives isomorphisms 
F/F, z n/n, for i < k + 1 induced from meridians. Consider the map E, -P K(k + 1) dctcr- 
mined by the meridians for 2’. Suppose E is the image of the /‘” component of Y in E,. 
Since elements of n,(E) commute with the J’” meridian in n,(E,), their images in 
xI(K(k + 1)) z F/Ft+ 1 commute with xi, therh generator of F/Fk+ ,. The condition that 
O,(Y, T) is defined insures that their image lies in F2/F,. By Lemma 17, the image of n,(E) 
lies in F,/ F1, + , . Thus, undrr the composition n,(E,) --, n,(K(k + I)) + n,(K(k)), n,(V 
maps trivially for each component X of Y, and U,(V, t) is defined. 
COROLLARY 20. Lrt Y c S” hr u semihoundury link /or which all Mu.ssey products in 
H2(EY) ure zero. Then ull rhe U,-inruriun~s are defined and :ero, B’(Y) = 0 jiv ull i and 
Cochran’s derived inrtrricrnts, [I’(Y) = 0 whenever [hey ure dejnuhle. 
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